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Based on homodyne detection, we discuss how the presence of an event horizon affects quantum
communication between an inertial partner, Alice, and a uniformly accelerated partner, Rob. We show that
there exists a low frequency cutoff for Rob’s homodyne detector that maximizes the signal to noise ratio
and it approximately corresponds to the Unruh frequency. In addition, the low frequency cutoff which
minimizes the conditional variance between Alice’s input state and Rob’s output state is also approximately
equal to the Unruh frequency. Thus the Unruh frequency provides a natural low frequency cutoff in order to
optimize quantum communication of both classical and quantum information between Alice and Rob.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One important task of relativistic quantum information
[1] is to investigate how relativistic motion and gravita-
tional fields affect the storage, transfer and processing of
quantum information. Early works mainly studied global
states of quantum fields, for example, the effects of
acceleration on the entanglement of global states [2,3].
Recently, a general framework for projective measurements
on a localized single mode of the quantum field was
proposed [4]. As a specific realization of localized pro-
jective measurements, homodyne detection was proposed
as a way to model efficient, directional quantum commu-
nication between two localized parties in a relativistic
quantum field theory scenario [5]. An interesting case is
the quantum communication between an inertial partner
and a uniformly accelerated partner, in which the Unruh
effect [6] is expected to play an important role. In [5],
an inertial sender, Alice, sends a coherent state signal
and a local oscillator to an accelerated receiver, Rob, who
then performs homodyne detection in his own frame.
Approximate analytic solutions were obtained in the case
the wave packet sent by Alice is well localized in the right
Rindler wedge. In this paper, we generalize this work to
the case in which the wave packet straddles the future
horizon of Rob. A related scenario has been considered in
which quantum entanglement was studied through the
event horizon [7]. As a result, Rob can only access part of
the signal and local oscillator. Generally, the signal and
noise received by Rob are divergent if Rob’s detector can
detect arbitrarily low frequency particles. This is because
in the horizon-straddling case Rob can still detect particles
at late times when his velocity approaches the speed of
light, resulting in large redshift of the signal and local
oscillator. While, under some special conditions, the
signal and local oscillator received by Rob remain finite
no matter what low frequency cutoff he chooses. In order
to get finite results generally, and to correspond with
physical detectors, we introduce a low frequency cutoff.
We find that there exists a low frequency cutoff that
maximizes the signal to noise ratio. Interestingly, this low
frequency cutoff approximately corresponds to the Unruh
temperature, and we thus call it the Unruh frequency.
In addition, we calculate the conditional variance and find
that the low frequency cutoff that minimizes the conditional
variance is also approximately equal to the Unruh frequency.
For simplicity, we consider the massless scalar field in
(1þ 1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime. Generalization
to (3þ 1)-dimensional Minkowski spacetime is straight-
forward by making the paraxial approximation and taking
into account the expansion of the transverse shape of the
wave packet during its propagation. There are two inequi-
valent ways to quantize the massless scalar field in
Minkowski spacetime [8], one for inertial observers and
the other for uniformly accelerated observers. This results
in different particle concepts for these two sets of observers.
In particular, the vacuum state for inertial observers looks
like a thermal state when observed by uniformly accel-
erated observers, which is known as the Unruh effect [6].
We introduce Minkowski coordinates ðt; xÞ in the inertial
frame and Rindler coordinates ðτ; ξÞ in the accelerated
frame. The transformations between them are
t ¼ 1
a
eaξsinhðaτÞ; x ¼ 1
a
eaξcoshðaτÞ; ð1Þ
where a is the proper acceleration of the accelerated
observer who travels along the worldline ξ ¼ 0 in the right
Rindler wedge.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we introduce
some basic concepts of homodyne detection in an accel-
erated frame and derive general expressions for the expect-
ation value and variance of Rob’s output signal. We then
calculate the signal to noise ratio and conditional variance in
the horizon-straddling case for different low frequency
cutoffs in Sec. III. Finally, we conclude in Sec. IV.
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II. HOMODYNE DETECTION IN AN
ACCELERATED FRAME
In the inertial frame, the massless scalar field is
quantized in the usual way,
Φˆðt; xÞ ¼
Z
∞
0
dksðgks aˆks þ gks aˆ
†
ks
Þ þ ðleft-moving partsÞ;
ð2Þ
where gks ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi4πksp e−iksðt−xÞ are positive frequency right-
moving Minkowski plane wave mode functions, gks are
negative frequency mode functions, and aˆks (aˆ
†
ks
) are
annihilation (creation) operators of single frequency
Minkowski modes obeying the usual boson commutation
relation
½aˆks ; aˆ†k0s  ¼ δðks − k0sÞ: ð3Þ
In the accelerated frame, Φˆðτ; ξÞ can be expanded as
Φˆðτ;ξÞ ¼
Z
∞
0
dkdðwkdbˆkd þwkd bˆ
†
kd
Þþ ðleft-moving partsÞ;
ð4Þ
where wkd ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi4πkdap e−ikdaðτ−ξÞ are positive frequency right-
moving Rindler plane wave mode functions, wkd are
negative mode functions, and bˆkd (bˆ
†
kd
) are annihilation
(creation) operators of single frequency Rindler modes
obeying boson commutation relation
½bˆkd ; bˆ†k0d  ¼ δðkd − k
0
dÞ: ð5Þ
Here kd is defined as a dimensionless wave number, which
is related to the physical frequency ωd by kd ¼ ωd=a.
We consider the scenario that a uniformly accelerated
observer, Rob, with proper acceleration a travels along
ξ ¼ 0 in the right Rindler wedge and an inertial observer,
Alice, stays at spatial origin x ¼ 0, as shown in Fig. 1.
Alice sends a right-moving signal, a coherent state with
amplitude α, and a local oscillator to Rob. The local
oscillator is also a coherent state, but with very large
amplitude β ∈ R, β ≫ jαj. Rob then performs homodyne
detection on the signal using the local oscillator as seen in
his own reference frame. The homodyne detector is formed
from two identical photodetectors that detect distinct modes
S and L after they have been mixed on a beam splitter. The
photocurrents from the photodetectors are subtracted to
give the output signal. As a result the output of Rob’s
homodyne detector at some time τ (as measured in Rob’s
frame) is represented by the following operator [9]:
Oˆðτ;ϕÞ ¼ bˆSðτÞbˆ†LðτÞeiϕ þ bˆ†SðτÞbˆLðτÞe−iϕ; ð6Þ
where bˆK (bˆ
†
K) are boson annihilation (creation) operators
with K ¼ S; L. The subscripts S, L refer to the signal and
local oscillator modes, respectively. The relative phase ϕ
determines the quadrature angle detected. Here bˆKðτÞ are
temporally and spatially localized single mode annihilation
operators in the perspective of Rob. They can be con-
structed from the single frequency Rindler annihilation
operators bˆkd ,
bˆKðτÞ ¼
Z
dkdfKðkd; τÞbˆkd ; ð7Þ
where fKðkd; τÞ is Rob’s detector mode function. In an
experiment, Rob would integrate the photocurrent from his
detector over a time long compared to the inverse of the
frequency being analyzed (as will be determined by the
frequency of the local detector). For later convenience, we
define the integrated output signal operator XˆðϕÞ,
XˆðϕÞ ¼
Z
dτOˆðτ;ϕÞ
¼
Z
dτ½bˆSðτÞbˆ†LðτÞeiϕ þ bˆ†SðτÞbˆLðτÞe−iϕ: ð8Þ
FIG. 1 (color online). Alice (static) sends Rob (accelerated) a
Gaussian wave packet which straddles Rob’s future horizon.
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The expectation value of the output signal received by
Rob is
Xϕ ¼ hXˆðϕÞi; ð9Þ
and the variance is
Vϕ ¼ hXˆðϕÞ2i − hXˆðϕÞi2: ð10Þ
Alice prepares coherent states (signal and local oscil-
lator) by displacing the Minkowski vacuum j0i using the
displacement operators DKðγÞ ¼ exp½γaˆ†K − γaˆK, with
γ ¼ α; β, and
aˆK ¼
Z
dksfDK ðks; t; xÞaˆks ; ð11Þ
where fDK ðks; t; xÞ is a normalized displacement mode
function satisfying
R
dksjfDKðks; t; xÞj2 ¼ 1. Therefore, aˆK
are also temporally and spatially localized annihilation
operators in the perspective of Alice. The state that Alice
prepares can be written in a compact form,
jα; β; ti ¼ DSðαÞDLðβÞj0i: ð12Þ
The expectation value of the signal becomes
Xϕ ¼ h0jD†LðβÞD†SðαÞXˆðϕÞDSðαÞDLðβÞj0i: ð13Þ
In order to explicitly calculate the expectation value and
variance of the signal, we need to know the Bogolyubov
transformation between the Rindler modes and Minkowski
modes, which are already given by [10]
bˆkd ¼
Z
dksðAkdks aˆks þ Bkdks aˆ†ksÞ; ð14Þ
where
Akdks ¼
ieπkd=2
2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kdks
p Γð1 − ikdÞ

ks
a

ikd
;
Bkdks ¼
ie−πkd=2
2π
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kdks
p Γð1 − ikdÞ

ks
a

ikd ð15Þ
are the Bogolyubov coefficients for right-moving waves.
Taking into account Eq. (14), we can find the identity
D†KðγÞbˆKðτÞDKðγÞ ¼ bˆKðτÞ þ γ
Z
dkd
Z
dksfKðkd; τÞ
× ðAkdksfDKðksÞ þ BkdksfDK ðksÞÞ
≡ bˆKðτÞ þ γFKðτÞ: ð16Þ
The expressions for Xϕ and Vϕ can be expanded via
Eq. (16).
Although the amplitude of the local oscillator sent by
Alice is β, it is not so when viewed by Rob due to Doppler
shift and Rob’s inability to access the whole wave packet.
The latter effect is more important in the horizon-straddling
case. However, one has to bear in mind that this does not
mean the amplitude of the local oscillator must be attenu-
ated. In fact, it sometimes can be amplified. Homodyne
detection only measures the amplitude without caring about
the frequency of the mode. So it is possible that Rob detects
a large amount of low frequency particles but the total
energy of these particles is still smaller than the energy of
the original wave packet. If Rob performs homodyne
detection without knowing the amplitude of the local
oscillator sent by Alice, he has to measure the strength
of the local oscillator by adding the photocurrents of the
two photodetectors. We define the strength of the local
oscillator as seen by Rob as
I ¼
Z
dτhbˆ†LbˆLi
¼
Z
dτh0jD†LðβÞD†SðαÞbˆ†LbˆLDSðαÞDLðβÞj0i: ð17Þ
Both the expectation value Xϕ and variance Vϕ of the
signal should be normalized by the strength of the local
oscillator.
Since the Bogolyubov transformation (14) is a linear
transformation, it is obvious that h0jbˆKj0i ¼ h0jbˆ†Kj0i ¼ 0.
Taking into account the fact that β ≫ jαj, we have
Xϕ ≈ βαeiϕ
Z
dτFSðτÞFLðτÞ þ c:c:;
Vϕ ≈ β2
Z
dτ
Z
dτ0FLðτÞFLðτ0Þh0jfbˆSðτÞ; bˆ†Sðτ0Þgj0i;
I ≈ β2
Z
dτFLðτÞFLðτÞ; ð18Þ
where fAˆ; Bˆg ¼ AˆBˆþ BˆAˆ represents anticommutation of
two operators. If we further require that the detector mode
function for signal and local oscillator are the same and the
displacement mode function for signal and local oscillator
are also the same, then FSðτÞ ¼ FLðτÞ. The normalized
output signal becomes
X¯ϕ ¼
Xϕffiffi
I
p ≈
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiZ
dτFLðτÞFLðτÞ
s
ðαeiϕ þ αe−iϕÞ
≈
ffiffi
I
p
β
ðαeiϕ þ αe−iϕÞ; ð19Þ
and the normalized variance becomes
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V¯ϕ ¼
Vϕ
I
≈
R
dτ
R
dτ0FLðτÞFLðτ0Þh0jfbˆSðτÞ; bˆ†Sðτ0Þgj0iR
dτFLðτÞFLðτÞ
:
ð20Þ
In order to proceed, we need to introduce explicit forms
for Rob’s detector mode function and Alice’s displacement
mode function. The detector mode function can be
written as
fKðkd; τÞ ¼ e−ikdaτfKðkdÞ: ð21Þ
It is important that the detector mode function should be
well localized spatially and temporally; otherwise, its
interpretation as a detector following a particular spacetime
trajectory is compromised. Thus we consider a detector
mode function that is very broad in kd; in particular, we take
fKðkdÞ ≈
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a=2π
p
for kd ≥ kcut > 0 and zero otherwise,
where kcut is some low frequency cutoff. We will see that if
we do not introduce a low frequency cutoff, X¯ϕ and V¯ϕ may
be divergent. That means if Rob’s detector is accurate
enough so that it responds to any low frequency particles,
he will detect very large amounts of low frequency
particles. However, in practice, there is always some low
frequency below which Rob’s detector cannot detect.
From Fig. 1 we can see that, in the horizon-straddling
case, the wave packet overlaps with Rob’s whole future
worldline. That is to say, Rob can detect particles even
when τ → þ∞. Therefore, the integrals over τ in Eqs. (19)
and (20) go from −∞ to þ∞, and we have the simplifi-
cation
R
dτ a
2π e
−iðkd−k0dÞaτ ≈ δðkd − k0dÞ.
The displacement mode function can be written as
fDKðks; t; xÞ ¼ e−iðωst−ksxÞfDðksÞ: ð22Þ
We assume that the displacement mode function is peaked
at a large wave number kso > 0, much larger than the
bandwidth σ, although σ is also broad on the wavelength
scale. Hence wewrite ks ¼ kso þ k¯, where kso ≫ jk¯j for the
region of wave numbers for which the mode function is
nonzero. These are typical approximations used for non-
relativistic quantum communication systems. Given this,
the displacement mode function becomes e−iksðt−xÞfDðksÞ.
In particular, we choose fDðksÞ as a Gaussian form,
fDðksÞ ¼

1
2πσ2

1=4
exp

−
ðks − ksoÞ2
4σ2

; ð23Þ
where kso=σ ≫ 1. One term in Eq. (15) can be approxi-
mated as 
ks
a

ikd
≈ eiksð
kd
kso
Þeikd½lnðkso=aÞ−1; ð24Þ
and using the identity
jΓð1 − ikdÞj2 ¼
πkd
sinhðπkdÞ
;
we have
AkdksA

kdk0s
≈
1
2πksoð1 − e−2πkdÞ
eiksð
kd
kso
Þe−ik
0
sð kdksoÞ;
AkdksB

kdk0s
≈
e−πkd
2πksoð1 − e−2πkdÞ
eiksð
kd
kso
Þe−ik
0
sð kdksoÞ;
BkdksA

kdk0s
≈
e−πkd
2πksoð1 − e−2πkdÞ
eiksð
kd
kso
Þe−ik
0
sð kdksoÞ;
BkdksB

kdk0s
≈
e−2πkd
2πksoð1 − e−2πkdÞ
eiksð
kd
kso
Þe−ik
0
sð kdksoÞ: ð25Þ
The strength of the local oscillator received by Rob can be
calculated as
I ¼ β2
Z
dkd
Z
dks
Z
dk0d
Z
dk0s
Z
dτfLðkd; τÞfLðk0d; τÞðAkdksfDLðksÞ þ BkdksfDLðksÞÞðAk0dk0sfDLðk
0
sÞ þ Bk0dk0sf

DL
ðk0sÞÞ
¼ β2
Z
dkd
Z
dks
Z
dk0s½AkdksAkdk0sfDLðksÞfDLðk0sÞ þ AkdksBkdk0sfDLðksÞfDLðk0sÞ þ BkdksAkdk0sfDLðksÞfDLðk0sÞ
þ BkdksBkdk0sfDLðksÞfDLðk0sÞ
¼ β2
ffiffiffi
2
π
r
σ
kso
Z
dkd
1
1 − e−2πkd
fe−2σ2½kdþksoðt−xÞ2=k2so þ 2 cos½2ksoðt − xÞe−πkde−σ2½kdþksoðt−xÞ2=k2soe−σ2½kd−ksoðt−xÞ2=k2so
þ e−2πkde−2σ2½kd−ksoðt−xÞ2=k2sog: ð26Þ
Substituting Eq. (26) into Eq. (19), we thus have a general
expression for the expectation value of the signal.
If t − x < 0 and jksoðt − xÞj≫ kso=σ, then only the first
term in Eq. (26) survives. In addition, the Gaussian part of
the integrand can be approximated as a delta function, that
is,
ffiffi
2
π
q
σ
kso
e−2σ
2½kdþksoðt−xÞ2=k2so ≈ δðkd þ ksoðt − xÞÞ. We can
recover the analytic expression for the normalized output
signal found in [5],
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X¯ϕ ≈
αeiϕ þ αe−iϕffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − e−2πksojt−xj
p :
In this case, Rob can access nearly the whole wave packet
because jksoðt − xÞj ≫ kso=σ implies jðt − xÞj ≫ 1=σ ≈ lc,
where lc is the characteristic spread of the wave packet
in position space. The approximate expression of X¯ϕ
shows that the output signal is amplified due to the
Unruh thermalization. However, this amplification is quite
small. Since we initially assume that kso=σ ≫ 1, so
jksoðt−xÞj≫1, then e−2πksojt−xj must be a very small
number. This can be verified in our numerical integration
of Eq. (26) below.
Next, we would like to calculate the variance of the
signal. Using Eq. (15) and the identityZ
dks
2πks
k
iðkd−k0dÞ
s ¼ δðkd − k0dÞ; ð27Þ
we find
h0jbˆkd bˆ†k0d j0i ¼
Z
dksAkdksA

k0dks
¼ 1
1 − e−2πkd
δðkd − k0dÞ;
h0jbˆ†k0d bˆkd j0i ¼
Z
dksBkdksB

k0dks
¼ e
−2πkd
1 − e−2πkd
δðkd − k0dÞ;
and therefore,
h0jfbˆSðτÞ; bˆ†Sðτ0Þgj0i
¼
Z
dkd
Z
dk0dfSðkd; τÞfSðk0d; τ0Þh0jfbˆkd ; bˆ†k0dgj0i
¼
Z
dkdfSðkd; τÞfSðkd; τ0Þ
1þ e−2πkd
1 − e−2πkd
:
Taking into account fSðkd; τÞ ¼ fLðkd; τÞ, we have
V ¼ β2
ffiffiffi
2
π
r
σ
kso
Z
dkdfe−2σ2½kdþksoðt−xÞ2=k2so
þ 2 cos½2ksoðt − xÞe−πkde−σ2½kdþksoðt−xÞ2=k2so
× e−σ
2½kd−ksoðt−xÞ2=k2so þ e−2πkde−2σ2½kd−ksoðt−xÞ2=k2sog
×
1þ e−2πkd
ð1 − e−2πkdÞ2 : ð28Þ
Substituting Eq. (28) into Eq. (20), we finally get a general
expression for the normalized variance of the output signal.
Again, in the case where t−x<0 and jksoðt−xÞj≫kso=σ,
we can recover the analytic expression found in [5],
V¯ϕ ≈
1þ e−2πksojt−xj
1 − e−2πksojt−xj
:
However, the Unruh thermalization effect is still very small
because jksoðt − xÞj ≫ 1 so V¯ϕ ≈ 1.
III. HORIZON-STRADDLING CASE
We would like to explore the horizon-straddling case
where t − x ≈ 0. The approximation made in [5] is no
longer valid because contributions of the second and third
terms in Eqs. (26) and (28) are significant and important.
Since there is no analytic expression for the integration, we
numerically integrate Eqs. (26) and (28) for various
parameters. It turns out that in most cases I and V¯ϕ are
divergent if we integrate over an arbitrarily low frequency.
Physically, that means if Rob’s detector is strong enough
such that it can detect arbitrarily low frequency particles,
then Rob will observe a large expectation value and
fluctuation of the number of low frequency particles.
This is reasonable because when the wave packet straddles
Rob’s future horizon, most of these particles are greatly
redshifted as seen by Rob, especially at late times when
Rob’s velocity approaches the speed of light. In realistic
situations, Rob’s detector cannot detect arbitrarily low
frequency particles. Therefore, we introduce a low fre-
quency cutoff kcut for the detector mode function. One
might expect that the low frequency cutoff depends on the
specific detector Rob carries. That is true, but we do not
want to discuss specific models of Rob’s detector. We can
find a natural low frequency cutoff by other considerations.
Figures 2 and 3 show the strength of the local oscillator
and the variance of the output signal received by Rob for
various parameters. According to Eq. (19), the strength of
the local oscillator I=β2 also characterizes the amplitude of
the expectation value of the output signal for a given
relative phase ϕ. Thus Fig. 2 also indirectly shows the
amplitude of the expectation value of the output signal. We
can see that they depend on when Alice sends the signal
and local oscillator if the central wave number kso is fixed.
If Alice sends the signal and local oscillator early enough,
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FIG. 2 (color online). Strength of local oscillator for various
low frequency cutoffs: kcut ¼ 0.00001 (top), 0.001 (middle), 0.1,
(bottom) δ ¼ ksoσ ¼ 10.
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then I ≈ β2; V¯ϕ ≈ 1, and thus X¯ϕ ≈ αeiϕ þ αe−iϕ. Rob
sees the original coherent state signal. The Unruh thermal-
ization effect is not significant, as we have argued before. If
Alice sends them later so that the wave packet straddles
Rob’s future horizon, the strength of the local oscillator
decreases with some characteristic oscillation, while the
variance increases with similar oscillation. The Unruh
thermalization becomes significant in this horizon-strad-
dling case. Interestingly, if we choose lower frequency
cutoff, for some specific values of ksoðt − xÞ the strength of
the local oscillator and the variance remain unchanged,
while for other ksoðt − xÞ they increase dramatically.
These particular values of ksoðt − xÞ can be determined
by ksoðt − xÞ ≈ ð12 þ nÞπ; n ¼ 0;1;2;…, and at these
points the variances are approximately one. From Eq. (26),
the local oscillator received by Rob is quite different from
that sent by Alice in the horizon-straddling case. Since Rob
still can see the wave packet at late times when his velocity
approaches the speed of light, one expects that the wave
packet is greatly redshifted as seen by Rob. Therefore,
Rob’s effective local oscillator consists of large amounts of
low frequency components, resulting in a large expectation
value and variance in the homodyne detection, implying an
amplification of the original coherent state. However, for
some specific values of ksoðt − xÞ, the low frequency
components in the local oscillator are strongly suppressed.
This can easily be verified by substituting ksoðt − xÞ ¼
ð1
2
þ nÞπ into the integrand in Eq. (26). Consequently, the
strength of the local oscillator and the variance do not
significantly depend on the low frequency cutoff for these
values of ksoðt − xÞ.
Figure 4 shows Rob’s signal to noise ratio for
ksoðt − xÞ ¼ nπ. These values approximately correspond
to peaks of the oscillation of the expectation value and
variance of the output signal, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The
signal to noise ratio decreases and goes to zero when the
low frequency cutoff becomes smaller. This is because
the variance increases faster than the expectation value as
the low frequency cutoff approaches zero. On the other
side, when the low frequency cutoff becomes larger, the
signal to noise ratio also decreases. Since the variance
tends to one in the large low frequency cutoff limit, this
means the expectation value of the output signal decreases.
There is a maximum when the low frequency cutoff is
between 0.1 and 0.2. The behavior of the signal to
noise ratio implies that the signal and local oscillator
Rob receives mainly contain low frequency particles.
However, when ksoðt − xÞ ¼ ðnþ 1=2Þπ where troughs
of the oscillation of the expectation value and variance of
the signal locate, the behavior of the signal to noise ratio is
a bit different. Instead of going to zero, it tends to be
constant when the low frequency cutoff is smaller than
some particular value, which is also between 0.1 and 0.2, as
can be seen from Fig. 5. This is closely related to the fact
that for these values of ksoðt − xÞ the low frequency
components in the local oscillator are strongly suppressed.
For those values of ksoðt − xÞ between peaks and troughs,
the signal to noise ratio behaves more like those at the
peaks, because both the expectation value and variance
increase but the variance increases faster than the expect-
ation value in the low frequency limit. Therefore, we can
see that there exists a low frequency cutoff kcm which
maximizes the signal to noise ratio for various ksoðt − xÞ
and kcm ≈ 0.15. An interesting observation is that the low
frequency cutoff that maximizes the signal to noise ratio is
approximately corresponding to the Unruh temperature
(we employ units with ℏ ¼ kB ¼ c ¼ 1),
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FIG. 4 (color online). Signal to noise ratio versus low frequency
cutoff for ksoðt − xÞ ¼ nπ, δ ¼ ksoσ ¼ 10. The signal to noise ratio
decreases when the low frequency cutoff become smaller and
larger. The low frequency cutoff that maximizes the signal to
noise ratio is between 0.1 and 0.2.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Normalized variance for various low
frequency cutoffs: kcut ¼ 0.01 top, 0.05 (middle), 0.1 (bottom),
δ ¼ ksoσ ¼ 10.
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ωcm ¼ kcma ≈
a
2π
; ð29Þ
where a is the proper acceleration of Rob. In communi-
cation of classical information using quantum states, the
best strategy is to have a maximal signal to noise ratio.
Therefore, the Unruh frequency provides a natural low
frequency cutoff if Alice tries to send classical information
to Rob via her quantum states.
However, if Alice wants to send quantum information to
Rob, it is also important to minimize the amount of noise
added such that the states remain close to the quantum
limit. This can be quantified via the conditional variance
between the input and output [11], which for this system
can be defined as
VC ¼

1 −
SNRout
SNRin

Vout ¼

1 −
I2
β2V

V¯; ð30Þ
where SNRin represents the signal to noise ratio of input
state, in our case it is the coherent state signal jαi sent by
Alice; while SNRout represents the signal to noise ratio of
output state, in our case it is the state received by Rob.
Figure 6 shows that for a given ksoðt − xÞ ≤ δ (horizon-
straddling case), the conditional variance has a minimum.
However, the location of the minimum slightly changes for
various ksoðt − xÞ. Comparing with Fig. 4 one can see that
locations of the minimum of the conditional variance do not
exactly coincide with locations of the maximum of the
signal to noise ratio. The former are a bit larger than the
latter, approximately ranging from 0.1 to 0.4. Nevertheless,
they are still in the same order of magnitude, approximately
equal to the Unruh frequency. Therefore, we conclude that
the Unruh frequency provides a natural low frequency
cutoff to optimize the communication of both classical and
quantum information between an inertial partner and
uniformly accelerated partner using coherent states.
IV. CONCLUSION
We discuss quantum communication using coherent
states and homodyne detection between an inertial partner
and uniformly accelerated partner in the horizon-straddling
case in which the inertial partner sends both the signal and
local oscillator. We find that under some special conditions
the accelerated partner cannot detect substantial low fre-
quency particles regardless of his proper acceleration, in
contrast with the general viewpoint that the accelerated
observer sees large amounts of low frequency particles if
their acceleration is large. We also show that the Unruh
frequency provides a natural low frequency cutoff both for
quantum limited classical communication and quantum
communication between the inertial partner and uniformly
accelerated partner.
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